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CurfewCurfew
Our funny stories may not be mistaken about the fact that journeys in Africa can be dangerous. The information contained in our reports should not lead to naive imitation. Experiences and appraisal are based on subjective experiences of the authors. 

Especially the Central African Republic is not really a travel destination. The situation changes every week. Please get further information from other sources, such as official government web sites providing recommendations on travelling. An own evaluation about risk and difficulties is necessary. (For example, the UK Government Department Responsible For Foreign Affairs and the German Ministry Of Foreign Affairs are warning about travelling through the Central African Republic).
Official Language: French and Sangho
Money, money, money
The Franc Central Africain (CFA) (they have a monetary union with other Central African Countries like Cameroon and Chad) was connected with a fix rate to the French Franc. After the monetary reform in Europe it is connected to the Euro.
Entry

The Entry is possible by the overland route (our old Lonley Planet said the opposite). The main post is Boulaī / Baboua. There are even small posts at Kenzou / Berberati and Yokadouma / Tomori. Carnet owner have to stamp out in Kenzou, because there is no custom in Yokadouma. 
Visa 

without problems in
- Germany (valid 4 weeks, 50 Euro)
- Chad, Cameroon (N'Djamena and Yaounde: Valid 4 weeks, 30.000 CFA, to be issued: one working day). 

After entering the country registration at a police post is necessary (it would be the best where you stay the first night)
Safety

The locals consider the security in Bangui better, than the people in Europe are telling you. But a new coup can happen every day. Several people told us, that in Bangui the crime isn’t specially directed to the whites (like for example in Cameroon). 

Certain routes are still unsafe because of Coupeur de Route. Even the small white “Michelinstreets” are not out of their interests. The best is to ask the missionaries. The "Fourth Parallel" (Nola, Bambio, Boda, Mbaiki) to Bangui, is regarded as save and is in a reasonable condition. The main route via Bouar and Bossembele to Bangui is, according to the locals, save and passable, but many logging trucks use that route. 
Crossing to North of Sudan is dangerous, because the Northeast of CAR is owned by well organised Sudanese poachers and illegal diamond diggers. Sometimes they come to the Southern parts and mug travellers. Especially the route between Sibut and Bambari is said to be unsafe.

In the Northern parts (to go to Chad or North Cameroon) there are coupeur the route, too. 
Costs

1,5 times more than in Cameroon. Luxury articles twice.

Border:  (depending on your discussing talent) 0 - 18.500 CFA
Coke in Bangui 350 CFA small, 800 CFA big
Meal restaurant Bangui 4.000 - 5.000 CFA
Meal street 500 - 1.000 CFA
Ferries

Ferry Nola: 5.000 CFA, (big trucks possible)
Floating Bridge Bambio: free, max 12 t
Ferry Ngoto: free donation ;-) 500 - 1.000 CFA, max 11 t
Ferry Rafaï 1.000 CFA, 6:00 -18:00, max. 20 t
Ferry Dembia 1.000 CFA </=3,5 t, 2.000 CFA > 3,5 t, motorbikes 300 CFA, max. 20 t 
Ferry Kere (was dry) max. 11 t
Fuel supply

We looked only for the Diesel. In Bangui you should get fuel, but outside Bangui it is more a question of luck. 

Diesel
Bangui 575 CFA/l
Sibut 586 CFA/l
Bambari 598 CFA/ (was empty for a year)
Bangassou 620 CFA/ (was empty for a year)
Coordinates

Monument Quatrième Parallel
N 3° 50' 57,6"
E 16° 18' 10,8"

Boganda Mausoleum
N 4° 1' 56,1"
E 18° 3' 37,4"
Dzanga-Sangha

Turn off Doli Lodge and park management
N 2° 55' 29,6"
E 16° 15' 42,3"

Park management
GTZ (Info, Reservation):
Christoph Oertle
Projet Dzanga-Sangha
Bayanga
République Centrafricane
Tel. 00873 / 761 610 388
Fax 00873 / 761 610 389
afrika@gfa-terra.de

Park fees

Entry
per person 8.000 CFA
vehicle </= 3 t 8.000 CFA
vehicle > 3 t 16.000 CFA
rent a vehicle 40.000 CFA per Day + 400 CFA per km

Gorilla trekking 
40.000 CFA per person + vehicle
(incl. Park entry fees and guide)

Forest elephants
8.000 CFA per person + vehicle 
(guide inclusive)

activities with pygmies 
(outside park, no park entry fees)
1-2 persons 15.000 CFA
3-7 persons 10.000 CFA + 2.000 CFA per person

Accommodation

Doli-Lodge
Bungalow single 40.000 CFA
Bungalow double 51.500 CFA
Bungalow extra bed 20.000 CFA
Bungalow kids 7 - 12 years 15.000 CFA
Paillotes with external shower and toilet 15.000 CFA
full board 16.500 CFA

Bayanga
Two guesthouses available: 2.500 - 3.000 CFA per night.
Fees for Park and Doli Lodge valid for foreigners. Fees for locals and residents lower.
The relevant reading tip

”Foreign Aid is to the CAR what Cocaine is to Colombia.” That is how Stuart Stevens describes Bangui, after he tried to bring the Landrover of his friend from Bangui bakc to Europa. One of the books you only get as a present from other travellers. We got it form Diego: Malaria Dreams - An African Adventure, Stuart Stevens (Atlantic Monthly Press, NY 1989, ISBN 0-87113-361-X)

We discovered it later in the first backpackers book box. But instead decently misappropriate, we were stupid enough to put it back. Somebody else was more intelligent: Louis Sarno: Song From The Forest (A Corgi Book 1994)
Conclusion after the first day

The Central African officials are the only ones doing the best to be as bad as their reputation.
Conclusion in the end

The summary under our ”saved-list” was 98.500 CFA. (Not calculated the endless list of coffee, beer and snacks, we refused to spend.... )

